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QuarkXPress 3.31r5
That’s right folks. Quark Inc. has released updaters for any version of 3.3 that turn it into 3.31r5

(This includes 3.3 and 3.31r2 for 68k Macs and any 3.31 PowerPC versions. Quark recommends

everyone using QuarkXPress version 3.3x update to version 3.31r5. (To check what version and

patch level you are currently running, simply hold down the option key and press the Help key

or select "About QuarkXPress" from the Apple menu). Of course, the updaters to 3.31r5 are

available on Precursor BBS. [From the Precursor Desktop go Files:Quark Stuff ].

Precursor BBS to Expand Links Area!
Precursor Systems has concluded negotiations with several big international BBS's to bring you

more information focused on graphics arts design and production. The new gateways will

appear in our Links area on-line and will premiere over the coming weeks. The gateways have

already been established but will debut on your desktop when we have put the finishing

touches to our settings file to help you take maximum advantage of these exciting new areas.

See you on-line!

Internet Support!
Now that mbnet is no longer providing new internet access accounts the field is in a bit of flux.

Various new providers have jumped in to fill the gap but not all are very knowledgable about

you and your Mac. (One provider asked me if there was a Motorola in my Mac!) To help you get

on the Internet, Precursor will be increasing its Internet support on the Precursor BBS. Starting

immediately we have made available all of the latest and greatest Mac internet files. From the

Precursor Desktop go Files:Internet Stuff.

Macromedia Authorware 3.0!
Macromedia has announced the cross platform Authorware 3.0 software. IT comes bundled

with special Director goodies. Check out the press releases on Precursor BBS in the

Files:Macromedia Stuff area.

Illustrator Goodies Vol.s 1-9
Precursor BBS is pleased to offer the first nine volumes of Bruce Bowman’s Illustrator Goodies.

These files have been created by the same people who tested the 5.0 version of Adobe Illustra-

tor.  If you like these Illustrator 5 goodies and realize that you are using them at all, Bowman

asks you to contribute to the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation or the American Diabetes Associa-

tion. Look for the Goodies on-line at Files:Graphics Stuff.
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